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Abstract 

State sponsored economic barriers prevented Black Americans from building home equity 
following the post-World War II economic boon. While many of those historic barriers have 
been eliminated, new, more subtle barriers continue to be placed in front of communities of 
color. Thought leaders, from both academic and professional ranks, have called for social equity 
and the distribution of economic benefits be considered during planning processes – with 
community benefit agreements the mechanism of choice to deliver these benefits. In this case 
study, the information exchange between the City of Sacramento, the University of California, 
Davis, and a historic Black community during development of a $1.6 billion university 
expansion project is analyzed along with the proposed distribution of shareable economic 
benefits from the project. The study found that only 60% of the $83 million in potential 
shareable economic benefits from the first phase of the project were disclosed to the community, 
and just 12.5% of all potential shareable benefits were included in a community benefit 
agreement.  Strategies and tactics are offered to address issues with the information exchange 
between proponents and communities and to strengthen the negotiating position of communities 
of color when working with project developers on community benefit agreements.  

 

 

Like many urban Black neighborhoods across the country, the history of Oak Park in 

Sacramento is shaped by a series of State-sponsored economic barriers emblematic of our Jim 

Crow Era. Redlining, isolation through physical barriers, and a barrage of economic propaganda 

to coverup the State’s actions all resulted in residents of color in Oak Park, and across the 

country, missing opportunities to accumulate equity in the post-World War II housing boon.1 As 

a response to this injustice, thought leaders in urban planning, both professionals and academics, 

suggest that social equity and restorative justice replace, or at least coexist, with the individual 

and institutional economics at the center of traditional urban planning processes.2  

 
1 Hernandez, “Redlining Revisited: Mortgage Lending Patterns in Sacramento 1930–2004.” 
2 Wolf‐Powers, “Community Benefits Agreements and Local Government: A Review of Recent Evidence”; “Policy 
Guide on Planning for Sustainability”; Godschalk, “Land Use Planning Challenges: Coping with Conflicts in Visions of 
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Therefore, when the University of California, Davis (UCD) started the planning approval process 

in 2019 to expand its multi-billion-dollar medical campus in Sacramento’s Oak Park 

neighborhood, it was not surprising that the UCD’s Center for Regional Change recommended a 

social equity centered approach to its colleagues leading the project, encouraging them to pay 

“close attention to how the benefits and costs of the project’s development are distributed.”3 The 

project, with a $1.6 billion price tag would certainly have significant tangible benefits to share. 

Based on past revenue sharing practices in California for new development (i.e., new incremental 

tax revenue, building fees, project impact fees, etc.), I estimate that up to $83 million in tangible 

economic benefits could be shared with the adjacent communities from the $850 million first 

phase of the Aggie Square project.4  

Based on the planning process which unfolded, it is apparent UCD leadership decide not to 

center their planning process on social equity objectives. Instead, UCD prioritized institutional 

economics and followed practices, wittingly or unwittingly, reminiscent of our country’s Jim 

Crow Era. In documents hidden from public view during the planning process there are hints of 

redlining and constructing physical barriers to protect faculty, fellows, and students from a 

purportedly crime-ridden Oak Park. These tactics were masked using economic propaganda 

which provided UCD and the City of Sacramento cover to outmaneuvered Oak Park activists and 

allocate most of the $83 million in shareable economic benefits to UCD, their development 

partner, and a charity (Alice Water Institute) supported by A-list celebrities and world-renowned 

chefs – all prior to entering negotiations for a community benefit agreement with the Oak Park 

community. In the end, Oak Park received just 12.5% of the shareable economic benefits ($10.4 

million) for their community (Table 1).  

   

 
Sustainable Development and Livable Communities”; Fainstein, The Just City; Harvey, Rebel Cities: From the Right 
to the City to the Urban Revolution. 
3 Abrams, Haapanen, and London, “Developing Productive and Equitable Community‐University Partnerships for 
Aggie Square: The University of California Davis‐Sacramento Innovation Center.” 
4 Farley, “Current Project/Methods and Analysis.” 
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Table 1 

Distribution of Shareable Economic Benefits by Asset Classification for Aggie Square Phase I 

 Asset Classifications (000’s)  
 

Building Cost Land Value Endowment Local Taxes Total 

 Total Assets by Classification a  $ 850,433   $ 37,273  $ 165,000 $48,000  $ 1,100,706 

 Shareable Benefits (%)  0.125% 80% 2.5% 100% 7.5% 

 Shareable Benefits ($)   $ 1,063  $29,818  $ 4,125  $ 48,000   $ 83,006 

 Distribution 

Community Benefit Agreement b  
   Affordable Housing c  

    
 $ 2,353 

 
 $ 2,353 

   Housing Assistance     $ 5,000   $ 5,000  

   Partnership Fund   $ 3,000      $ 3,000 

   Subtotal CBA ($000s)  $ 3,000  $        -    $ 5,000  $ 2,353   $ 10,353 

   Percent of Total 282% 0% 121% 5% 12.5% 

UCD & Development Partner d   $ (1,936)  $ 29,818   $ (875)  $ 43,500   $ 72,443  

    Percent of Total -182% 100% -21% 91% 87.3% 

Sources: EPS Economic Impact Assessment, EPS Enhanced Infrastructure District Plan, Community 
Benefit and Partnership Agreement 

a) Building costs include construction costs and site improvements. Land values are extrapolated from 
estimates in Economic Impact Assessment. Endowment estimate is based on funding needed to generate 
the projected operating budget for Alice Waters Institute (based on UC endowment guidelines). Local taxes 
represent present value of annual tax revenue estimates (using 5% discount rate) in EPS Economic Impact 
Assessment. 
b) Student housing, workforce, youth opportunities, transportation, community access categories in the 
CBA are not assigned a value since these items are either 1) not funded by shareable economic benefits 
from the project or 2) they primarily benefit UCD. 
c) Housing assistance represents the share of rent savings accruing to residents based on contribution in the 
CBA towards a housing project being developed by a third-party.  
d) Negative amounts indicate that funding in the CBA exceeds the typical share of benefits expected from 
that asset classification based on past practices.  

 

Institutional Economics First 

Promoted as an “innovation center,” the proposed expansion of UCD’s Medical Campus consists 

primarily of uses typically found on the university’s main campus in the City of Davis.5 The 

project, dubbed Aggie Square after the school’s mascot, totals 2.3 million square feet. The 

project landed in Oak Park after similar expansion proposals near the main campus were rejected 

by voters in Davis,6 a town with tight land-use controls and consisting primarily of upper-income 

 
5 “City of Sacramento + UC Davis Opportunity Scan.” 
6 Franks, “Davis Measure B Failed by 1269 Votes Last November.” 
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households.7  Effectively a remote annex to enable UCD’s expansion, the Oak Park project 

includes classroom space and programing for the university’s agriculture, engineering, 

education, and management schools, as well as a luxury rental housing component to 

accommodate the faculty, fellows and students at these schools. It is in UCD’s initial market 

study for the construction of on-site housing, where the long shadow of planning practices from 

our Jim Crow past first appear. 

The university’s initial confidential market study for the market-driven uses in Aggie Square 

contains harsh language about the Oak Park neighborhood, a stark contrast to the public 

documents used to market the project to elected officials. In public facing documents, while the 

university noted that Oak Park “experienced years of economic disinvestment, resulting in a 

decline in safety, services, education and quality of life for people living in the community” they 

ultimately claim, “after over 30 years of redevelopment, Oak Park is returning to the vibrancy it 

once had.”8  However, in the undisclosed market study, consultants effectively red-lined Oak 

Park from consideration for new housing to serve Aggie Square by promoting a stereotype often 

associated with Black neighborhoods.9 The consultants claimed, without evidence, that in 

“certain neighborhoods where [UCD] students and residents currently seek housing, there are 

existing safety concerns, primarily around burglaries.”  

The stereotype of a crime-ridden Black neighborhood was amplified by the market consultant as 

they emphasized that on-site housing “offering a sense of security and safety to students will be 

important ways for Aggie Square to attract [UCD] students, fellows, and residents to [the on-site] 

apartment product.” The consultant, drawing comparisons to university-sponsored housing at 

prestigious private universities like Duke and Yale, went further, writing that “it will be essential 

for Aggie Square to offer apartments that appeal specifically to the needs and preferences of this 

population – emphasizing wellness, offering amenities like outdoor space and lots of natural 

light, highlighting the holistic community of Aggie Square, and providing a safe and secure 

 
7 “QuickFacts: City of Davis, California.” 
8 “City of Sacramento + UC Davis Opportunity Scan.” 
9 Quillian and Pager, “Black Neighbors, Higher Crime? The Role of Racial Stereotypes in Evaluations of 
Neighborhood Crime.” 
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environment.”  The consultant pointed UCD planners to a nearby luxury apartment complex as a 

blueprint - one featuring extra security and a roof-top pool with private cabanas.10 

UCD’s redlining of Oak Park based on a stereotype associated with Black neighborhoods and the 

extra security measures designed into on-campus apartments to protect faculty, fellows and 

students from its neighbors, are just two examples of how UCD’s planning process followed the 

planning strategies established in the Jim Crow era. Another example was the use of propaganda 

to mask government duplicity.  During the Cold War the U.S. faced claims of hypocrisy as it 

promoted democracy and freedom abroad while at home Jim Crow laws discriminated against 

African American citizens through restrictive voting schemes and by erecting barriers to their 

economic success. Rather than address these racial injustices, politicians opted instead to create 

the U.S. Information Agency in 1953 to mask discrimination through propaganda.11  UCD 

followed this model in two ways; First, by using economic propaganda to draw attention away 

from the division of tangible economic benefits, and second, by promoting their fortified on-site 

housing as a benefit for, not a safety measure from, Oak Park residents.  

When the location and scale of Aggie Square was first announced to the public, it was 

accompanied by an economic impact assessment that touted a $5 billion impact on the seven-

county region – calculated by repeatedly multiplying estimated project payrolls.12 No mention 

was made of the potential $83 million of tangible and shareable economic benefits the first phase 

of the project would generate – nor how UCD and the City might invest these real dollars. The 

suggestion by this omission was that the community should be satisfied working and building 

asset value for UCD. In addition, UCD’s economic consultant left the scale of the project’s 

economic impact to the imagination to the community by omitting a denominator for the regional 

economy – an essential piece of information to assess the relative value of the purported $5 

billion impact.  

 
10 “UC Davis Health Aggie Square: Real Estate Market Analysis.” 
11 Krenn, The History of United States Cultural Diplomacy: 1770 to the Present Day. 
12 Jasso, “Background on Aggie Square UC Davis‐ Sacramento Innovation Center and Partnership for Innovation, 
Science, and Inclusive Economic Development Project.” 
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The use of economic impact statements as propaganda has been noted by scholars13 and 

addressed by the Association of Public and Land Grant Universities (APLU).14 The former 

criticizing outlandish economic impact claims by universities, and the latter warning institutional 

members of the reputational damage associated with these outlandish claims. Both would take 

issue with UCD’s economic claims – primarily because they lack context. Both would suggest 

UCD provide the public with denominators, the size and annual organic growth of the regional 

economy. So, instead of a simple statement that the Aggie Square project will have a $5 billion 

impact on the regional economy, UCD should have included that the annual regional economy 

was $194 billion in 2015 the prior to that, the annual growth was nearly $5 billion per year.15 In 

proper context, this means the Aggie Square project, planned for a ten-year build-out, would 

potentially add up to $500 million per year, or one-quarter of one percent (.25%) to the regional 

economy. By providing context, UCD would leave little to the imagination of the community, 

which in could have focused on identifying and negotiating for a substantial portion of the $83 

million in tangible and shareable economic benefits. 

The strategic omissions by UCD to inflate the perception of economic benefits from Aggie 

Square could have been addressed by the local media or community groups using readily 

available data from the public domain. This is not the case with UCD’s representation that 

building luxury housing within Aggie Square for its own faculty, fellows and students is an 

economic benefit to the Oak Park community. UCD makes the public claim that Oak Park 

residents will benefit from “easing the demand for off-campus housing in Sacramento” as 

students renting in Oak Park relocate to Aggie Square’s on-site housing.16 However, as discussed 

above, UCD withheld documents from the public which make it clear that counting this as 

community benefit was propaganda, likely intended to strengthen UCD’s hold on the tangible 

economic benefits from the project. A modern version of Jim Crow planning practices centered 

on institutional economics drove the location and fortification of the housing element, not an 

interest in providing a benefit to the Oak Park neighborhood.   

 
13 Siegfried, Sanderson, and McHenry, “The Economic Impact of Colleges and Universities.” 
14 “Economic Engagement Framework: Economic Impact Guidelines.” 
15 “Aggregate Household Income in the Past 12 Months,” 2010; “Aggregate Household Income in the Past 12 
Months,” 2015. 
16 Steinberg, May, and Woodruff, “Aggie Square – Community Benefits Partnership Agreement.” 
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Other universities that prioritize institutional economics over social equity will find UCD’s 

tactics a model for success. UCD banked most of the tangible economic benefits from the project 

for themselves – benefits which otherwise could have gone to investments in the Oak Park 

Neighborhood. Even the Alice Waters Institute, a small non-profit based nearly 100 miles away 

in Oakland, with a high-powered advisory board including Meryl Streep, Robert Redford, and 

Jose Andres,17 is in line to reap more of the tangible economic benefits ($13.5 million)18 from the 

project than the entire Oak Park community ($10.4 million).  This victory for planning models 

centered on institutional economic was accomplished in the face of UCD’s own Center for 

Regional Change advocating a more just outcome, and despite a litany of academic units and 

organized groups on UCD’s main campus publishing ally statements to support the Black 

community at large.19  

Disrupting the knowledge and power imbalance 

So, what is the next Oak Park to do when faced with the full force of a planning process centered 

on institutional economics and accompanied by a barrage of economic propaganda?  I suggest 

five counter tactics, three of which can be accomplished at the onset of a proposal with little 

effort. 

First, research the past and present financial position (asset values) to expose the project 

proponent’s growth in equity over time.  For UCD, they purchased the Sacramento County 

hospital in 1973 for $8 million and today they claim $2.4 billion in medical campus assets.20 

These data points serve two purposes. It can demonstrate the proponent has equity growth which 

has likely exceeded that of the adjacent community, and that the proponent has the financial 

capacity to share future economic benefits from expansion proposals.   

Second, immediately place the economic impact claims of project proponents in context with 

denominators. This can be done prior to the release of the economic impact report. Using data 

 
17 “The Edible Schoolyards Project/About Us.” 
18 Frederick, Fritzsche, and Smith, “Approving the Infrastructure Financing Plan for the Proposed City of 
Sacramento Aggie Square Enhanced Infrastructure Financing District (EIFD), Including the Division of Taxes Set 
Forth Therein, and Authorizing a Judicial Validation Action,” 38. 
19 “Anti‐Racism/Voices.” 
20 “Historical Timeline for UC Davis School of Medicine”; “University of California Medical Centers Annual Financial 
Report.” 
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readily available from the Census Bureau, identify the most recent aggregate household income 

for the region and the annual growth in this metric over a five-year period.21 This will allow you 

to immediately place economic impact claims in context and turn the focus away from indirect 

benefits towards the sharing of tangible economic benefits.   

Third, stake a claim for community benefits at the beginning of the process. Do not wait until the 

end planning process when the proponent has likely integrated all the shareable economic 

benefits into their project or allocated them to financial partners. Once the funds are allocated, 

the transitional gains trap is set. Based on the UCD case study, I suggest a starting point of nine 

percent (9%) of construction costs. Construction costs are typically announced at the onset of a 

project by the project proponents. The recommended percentage correlates to an amount likely to 

be available from typical sources used to fund community benefits (new incremental taxes, 

building fees, etc.).  

Fourth, and this one requires participation from your local government, request public funding 

for the community to hire legal and financial experts to assist in the negotiation of a Community 

Benefit Agreement. Precedent for this public interest model comes from the utility sector, where 

project proponents fund community review of proposals, and commit to a timely exchange of 

information during the planning process.22 In the UCD process, the City and UCD shared one 

financial consultant and every error made by this consultant favored UCD. The consultant 

presented an economic impact without a denominator and conducted a feasibility study to justify 

UCD’s claim of shareable economic benefits without considering the land value underlying the 

project. The latter enabled UCD to keep their land revenue profits out of the feasibility reviews, 

which in turn enable them to demonstrate a need for a tax subsidy. An independent consultant 

hired by the community would have identified this scheme early in the process and advocated for 

more of the tangible economic benefits being allocated to projects in the Oak Park neighborhood.  

Fifth, focus negotiations on restoring equity to residents lost due to historic barriers authorized 

by the state. In Oak Park, the community benefit agreement offers opportunities for residents to 

work for UCD to build the university’s equity, and to rent an apartment that will build equity for 

 
21 “Aggregate Household Income in the Past 12 Months,” 2010; “Aggregate Household Income in the Past 12 
Months,” 2015. 
22 “Intervenor Compensation Program Guide.” 
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a third-party real estate developer. Negotiations should focus on homeownership and small 

business ownership opportunities to build equity for residents.  

Taken together, these five steps can help the next Oak Park address the imbalance of knowledge 

and power between project proponents and communities, restore equity to residents, and chip 

away at the systemic racism which endures in our planning processes even today.   
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